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Introduction

Greater Wellington Regional Council (GWRC) is currently involved in a hearing process for the Proposed
Natural Resources Plan ('Proposed Regional Plan). The Proposed Regional Plan includes objectives,
policies and rules to avoid the reclamation or drainage of the beds of lakes and rivers and natural
wetlands, except where the reclamation or drainage meets certain conditions.
There have been submissions from territorial local authorities and developers requesting that this
protection is lessened, including suggestion that the financial viability of development within the
Wellington Region will be threatened by such a policy.
In order to collate information for a right of reply to submissions and evidence at the hearing, GRWC
has engaged Morphum Environmental Ltd (Morphum), McIndoe Urban (MU) and Wraight and
Associates (WA) to undertake assessment of two recent subdivision applications resulting in stream loss
in the Wellington Region. The following Memo outlines the objectives and process of this review, the
findings of the review and summary conclusions from the study.

1.1

Objectives of the study

The key objective of this study is to investigate the effects the proposed changes in policy regarding
stream reclamation may have on housing lot yield. In order to undertake such an assessment, the
following questions were considered:
1.
2.
3.

What alternative design responses can be adopted to retain streams and maintain lot yields whilst
also meeting other technical requirements related to water quality and quantity?
What are the physical constraints of a site driving available land for development?
What are the wider costs and benefits that can be considered within a sustainable management
approach?

The precedent of development occurring while preserving streams has been set internationally and
nationally, with examples including widespread Water Sensitive Urban Design in Australia and Auckland
Council adopting a strong stream protection policy while unlocking large special housing areas, in
recent years. However, the particular constraints of steep topography common to Wellington introduce
a local context which is often used to justify extensive earthworks (and stream reclamation). Therefore
the implications and opportunities resultant from this steep terrain need to be specifically considered.
Equally important is the consideration of value in urban design where the urban form, infrastructure and
housing assets that result from land development processes have lifecycle impacts on liveability, energy
and resource efficiency and social cohesion over a much longer lifecycle than the land development
process. Where this includes urban ecology, biodiversity and/or connections with waterways this
provides opportunities for widespread environmental outcomes as well as education and increased
community understanding around the roll and importance of water in our landscapes.
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Assessment Process

Greater Wellington Regional Council provided two recent examples of Land Development Consents that
have resulted in stream loss. These were the following:
Site A - Silverstream consented for 116 medium density lots (approx. 400m2). This is effectively a
“bottom of slope” development where the bulk of land lies on the valley floor with steep land rising
above the site on all sides. The stream was originally piped illegally and consent included daylighting
the stream and remediating illegal earthworks as a measure to offset the impacts of further
proposed reclamation as part of the proposed development. Our study assumed a baseline of the
original unmodified site for the comparison.
Site B - Woodbridge Cedarwood Street Balance lot consented for 213 lots at a range of densities
and housing types.
Existing consent documentation was reviewed by the project team and a site visit was conducted to
gain insight of each subdivision layout. The main process used was a creative workshop to trial a
subdivision design process driven by avoidance of reclamation as an overriding precedence and 'Bluesky thinking' on all other matters. The key questions above were discussed to drive the creative process
as follows:

Key Question 1: What alternative design responses can be adopted to retain streams
and maintain lot yields?
The following approaches were discussed as useful in reaching stream protection outcomes.
Undertake Landscape - led design – Avoiding the reclamation of streams requires the urban design
process to start with robust site and context analysis, including mapping of natural systems to allow
retention of key ecological features and minimised earthworks. This approach leads the layout to follow
the stream and ridge patterns more closely than it would otherwise, maintaining coherent character,
when common layouts optimising roading and standard lot design effectively obliterate local
landscapes through extensive earthworks to create level building platforms. Figures: Figure 4 to Figure
6 indicate the workshop process for the Silverstream site which embodied a landscape led design
approach.
Integrate water management into the development to provide strong connections between the
community and waterways within, above and below the development. Water Sensitive Urban Design
(WSUD) is an approach to integrated water management that includes
•
•

•

Protection of existing natural assets on a site comprising streams, wetlands, infiltrative soils and
vegetation.
Management of the hydrology so that groundwater baseflow, frequent flow and water quality
as well as extreme runoff events are managed as closely as possible to pre-development
conditions
Inclusion of treatment assets that achieve multiple benefits such as Rainwater Harvesting, green
roofs and permeable paving, bioretention raingardens, infiltration devices and wetlands

Create Public space alongside streams – In order to maximise the engagement with the natural
character and mauri of a stream, one key approach is to align public space to follow the stream corridor.
This involves placing major or minor roads alongside the stream and/or aligning additional public open
space, such as parks and walkways along stream corridors. This ensures dwellings are “front-facing” to
streams and the benefits of amenity and potential risks of Crime Prevention Through Environmental
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Design (CPTED) and asset maintenance access are reduced. Figure 1 indicates an example of open space
alongside the stream corridor.

Figure 1 – Create Public Space Alongside Stream

Employ a Range of Typologies – As a means to create a coherent interpretation of space and construct
a tangible community character, a range of densities is important. Multi-level or terraced housing can
allow concentration of earthworks and build landscape to less sensitive parts of the site and leverage
the public open space from retained stream corridors to compensate for smaller private open space
areas. Figure 2 exhibits some terrace housing forms.

Figure 2 – Employ a Range of Typologies

Consider housing-on-grade alternatives – A common pre-conception is that the market calls for flat
sections with a maximum slope of 5:1, and typically much flatter, to allow for standardised slab on
grade construction. Retaining streams without diminishing lot yield will rely on alternatives such as
benching slopes to allow split level dwellings, stepping down or up from road levels at time of
subdivision, or limiting earthworks to road construction and leaving sloping land in between to suit
pole house construction. Figure 3 provides examples of housing alternatives built on slopes.
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Figure 3 - Consider Housing on Grade Alternatives

These design responses can create very different looking layouts from recent subdivisions, however,
many of the resulting outcomes are typical in the older existing suburbs of Wellington and have long
been accepted (and valued) as a suitable approach to development and living on the steep topography.
It is noted that the Woodbridge Site has already employed a range of typologies which have allowed
a greater yield from the consented earthworks design, but which also includes stream loss. This leads
to reduced opportunity for alternatives to match yield for a smaller footprint for the Woodbridge Site
without incurring additional infrastructure and earthworks disposal cost.

Key Question 2: What are the physical constraints of a site driving available land for
development?
The physical constraints of each site differ and are driven primarily by topography, hydrology, ecology
and geological patterns. The defining factor driving applications to infill streams is primarily topography,
with the ability to achieve earthworks cut-fill balance requiring infilling of low areas. The cost
implications of transporting excess cut material off site is often used by developers and their agents as
the argument to infill streams.
The two selected sites reflect typical scenarios of ridge or valley complexes. The Silverstream site is also
reflective of the issues with mid slope sites in the western portion of the development.
Typical constraint parameters include:
Minimum Lot size – None specified, Intensive multi-level houses to less than 100m2 often possible.
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Roads - Minimum width 5-14 m, Maximum grade – 1 in 10 to 1 in 8 with some allowance for steeper
lengths with specific design. Parking required 1 per 4 houses.
Private ways 3-7.5m wide, max 5:1 Horizontal:Vertical (H:V), requiring turning areas in most cases.
Maximum earthworks slope typically 2:1 H:V in fill and 1:1.5 in cut, with benching of 2.0 m every 8
metres vertical height without retaining.
Stream Corridor Width – while 20 m either side of the active bed is ideal, 10 m either side is normally
a practical riparian corridor to be protected
10-year Average Recurrence Interval (ARI) floodplain – typically stream crossings and green
infrastructure devices (for example raingardens integrated into riparian corridor for treatment)
within floodplains would be limited to above the 10 yr ARI floodplain
Further planning issues, such as daylight control, may need specific dispensation for some sloping sites.
In essence these multiple constraints combine to compete for vertical and horizontal space within a
development, with the vertical component effectively translating to taking up more horizontal space
within layouts for batter slopes and more circuitous road layouts to achieve maximum gradients
gradient. In order to achieve vertical changes with more efficient horizontal footprint, retaining can be
applied to reduce required space.

Key Question 3: What are the wider attributes that need to be considered to achieve
“sustainable management”?
Sustainable management requires consideration of a range of issues and impacts across complex
systems over a long time scale. The Resource Management Act describes sustainable management as
enabling people and communities to provide for their social, economic and cultural well-being while
protecting the environment.
The four wellbeing outcomes from land development are wide ranging and include the following:
Social Outcomes:
–
–
–

Recreation and amenity – spaces to live and play
Access – Efficient connectivity to other land uses
Housing Supply – lots available with liveability and proximity values.

Economic Outcomes:
–
–
–

Profit from land development activities (combination of yield, purchase and sale prices, and cost
of land development)
Low cost of operation and renewal of buildings and infrastructure including downstream
impacts of stormwater quantity and quality issues.
Capacity to cater for efficient transport, community activity and business outcomes.

Cultural Outcomes:
–
–
–

Mātauranga Māori
Mauri
Sense of place

Environmental Outcomes:
–
–
–
–

Sustaining natural systems, including terrestrial and aquatic biodiversity
Natural character from landform
Water quality improvements from stormwater treatment.
Flow moderation, reducing/slowing peak flows and potential for downstream flooding
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For the purposes of this assessment, the balance of these outcomes can be simplified to a high level
cost/benefit for financial and wellbeing outcomes of four main elements represented by the matrix set
out in Table 1. Alternative approaches, including life cycle analysis or detailed cost/benefit analysis, are
outside the scope of this study.
Table 1: Assessment Matrix for the four wellbeing outcomes from land development

Financial
Wellbeing

Benefit

Cost

Quality of the urban form

Lost natural character, ecology, and mauri

Yield – number of lots

System level lifecycle cost of urban land use

As the factors that influence the profit of land development are complex, including such issues as land
tenure, purchase price, market forces and adaptability, the financial benefit is simplified in this table to
the number of lots produced by a development. This can be compared against the true cost of the
housing and supporting infrastructure over its lifecycle, which includes off site and downstream issues.
In terms of wellbeing benefits, the most important benefit is the creation of a great place to live, with
the costs being the lost values from environmental degradation which the Resource Management Act
seeks to avoid.
The following methodology has been considered to assess these four areas:
Yield – Number of lots produced from the layout, including alternative typologies
Lifecycle cost – Lifecycle cost is an assessment of all costs over a building/development’s lifetime,
including construction costs, maintaining, operating, and end-of-life related costs. This was
qualitatively assessed from a range of factors including: earthworks cost including off-site disposal;
infrastructure required to service lots; cost of building on the resulting lots; ongoing maintenance
of infrastructure; downstream flooding and erosion impacts from stream loss; management of
adaptability and resilience issues. (in particular climate change including rainfall patterns with
increased intensities)
Quality of the urban form – The Wellington City Council Subdivision Design Guide provides design
assessment criteria that have been used to assess the urban design outcomes of the two consented
and schemes and the alternatives developed. This assessment is included as Appendix 2
Lost natural character – Taken as the lineal metres of permanent or intermittent stream lost with
the layout and the total area of earthworks.
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Findings

The workshop process resulted in the development of the alternative layout plans indicated in Appendix
1. The following Figures: Figure 4 to Figure 6 outline the process adopted for landscape led design
within the workshop, for the Silverstream Case Study.

Figure 4 - Establish Stream Valleys and Ridges

Figure 5 - Establish Blue and Green Networks through Layout
Morphum Environmental Ltd
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Formal higher density
to less sensitive parts
of site

Figure 6 - Develop Coherent Character

The assessment of costs and benefits for the consented and alternative layouts are included in Table 2
and summarised in Figure 7 and Figure 8. The colour relates to a simple scale of
-

Green = High benefit or Low cost
Orange = Moderate benefit or cost
Red = Low benefit or high cost

Morphum Environmental Ltd
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Table 2 -Cost Benefit Analysis
Item

Consented Scheme

Alternative Scheme

Housing Yield (lots)

113

128

Loss of Ecology and
Natural Character

High – 990m stream loss, 10.4Ha
Earthworks (1410m stream loss
including original illegal works)

Low – Approx 90m stream loss
due to culverting for roads.
Reduced earthworks area.

Silverstream Site

Quality of the Urban
Form
Life-cycle Cost

New stream channel – steep gradient
and concrete base poor outcome for
fish passage with a lack of flow refuge
areas for fish attempting to pass
Low -As assessed under WCC guide

Medium – Earthworks large but
balance of fill kept on site, flat sites for
easy building. poor hydrology and
ecological outcomes. Increased
flooding and erosion.

High – As assessed under WCC
guide

Medium – Modest earthworks and
long-term savings from resilient
green infrastructure are somewhat
offset by additional cost of
bespoke house design on sloping
sites.

Woodbridge – Cedarwood St Site
Housing Yield

213

213

Loss of Ecology and
Natural Character

High - 644m stream loss, 5.15ha
Earthworks (stream loss includes one
reach re-routed above fill –
considered as mitigation)

Low – No stream loss. Some
retaining alongside riparian
corridor likely. Reduced
earthworks area

Medium – Earthworks large scale but
cut fill balance on site.

Medium -

Quality of the Urban
Form
Life-cycle Cost

Medium - As assessed under WCC
guide

High - As assessed under WCC
guide

One of the key assumptions of this project is that the development design focuses on working with the
topography of the site to minimise the amount of earthworks required to create building platforms and
provision of infrastructure (e.g., roads, stormwater management). Thus, while the retention of streams
reduces the opportunity to dispose of fill, the design itself reduces the amount of fill generated.
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Financial

Wellbeing

Benefit

Cost

Yield

Lifecycle
cost

Quality of
the urban
form

Lost
natural
character

Figure 7- Silverstream Development Benefit/ Cost Assessment

Woodbridge Consented Development

Financial

Wellbeing

Benefit

Cost

Yield

Lifecycle
cost

Quality of
the urban
form

Lost
natural
character

Woodbridge Alternative Concept

Financial

Wellbeing

Benefit

Cost

Yield

Lifecycle
cost

Quality of
the urban
form

Lost
natural
character

Figure 8 – Woodbridge Development Benefit/Cost Assessment
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Cost Benefit References

This qualitative assessment showing balancing lifecycle cost for traditional and low impact subdivisions
is supported by more in-depth studies which have endeavoured to assess the ‘value’ of managing
development impacts to preserve and protect waterway health.
Many studies have considered both quantitative measures (such as capital cost, land value etc) as well
as some more qualitative metrics around the intangible attributes (such as improved ecological health,
amenity and resilience etc). Quantification of these intangible costs and benefits is seen as an ongoing
challenge with the evaluation of options due to the wide range of inter-related outcomes which are
difficult to assign dollar values to. It is also noted that most existing studies have considered the
adoption of a “Water Sensitive Design” approach which encompasses both the retention of waterways
as well as the treatment of stormwater prior to discharge into the waterways. Specific studies to
investigate the cost benefit implications include the following:
Auckland Regional Council 2009 - Low Impact Design Versus Conventional Development
Literature Review of Developer-related Costs and Profit Margins December TR 2009/045.
This investigation only considered construction costs of the application of alternative stormwater
treatment strategies and did not consider either the lifecycle costs or other associated costs/benefits.
The study looked at 9 actual developments (3 being in NZ) and concluded that in all instances the cost
of implementing Low Impact Design was less than the conventional approach. In only one case (Palm
Heights, NZ) was it found that the LID approach may be less economically desirable to the developer
due to the perception that the resultant smaller lot sizes may be less desirable in the greenfield context.
Water By Design 2010 - A Business case for Best Practice Urban Stormwater Management. South
East Queensland Healthy Waterways Partnership
This study concluded that the benefits of using WSUD practices are likely to exceed the costs based on
both the quantitative and qualitative metrics. In particular this work found that;
•
•
•
•
•

The value of pollution reduction is estimated to be worth more than the lifecycle cost of WSUD
assets.
The potential avoided waterway rehabilitation life cycle costs are estimated to be worth around
70% of the lifecycle cost of WSUD assets
The potential property premiums are estimated to be around 90% of the capital cost of WSUD
assets
The capital costs of implementing WSUD in residential developments are typically less than 1%
of the cost of a new dwelling.
WSUD related costs are typically borne by local householders (through purchase price) while
benefits are distributed over a wide range of geographic, social and temporal scales.

Greater Wellington Regional Council 2018 - The environmental and economic costs and benefits
of the pNRP stream piping provisions.
This used an approach of looking at the economic cost of loss of developable land through stream
retention and considered this against both the potential economic value to the developer as well as the
economic cost through potential lost natural capital and ecosystem services. This concluded that whilst
the retention of streams (within proposed Porirua northern growth area) would result in economic cost
to the development there would be benefit to the wider community, particularly those within the
catchment. This study did not consider the implementation of a full WSUD approach and did not
consider other intangible factors such as amenity, property premiums or deferred downstream costs.
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ACT Government 2014 – Water Sensitive Urban Design Review Report, August 2014.
This report included consideration of a wide range of aspects related to WSUD, including any real or
perceived impacts on house affordability. Whilst this did not directly assess the cost/benefit of WSUD it
concluded that government should encourage approaches which maximise cost efficiencies through
achieving economies of scale and streamlining lifecycle cost considerations. Such efficiencies have been
considered in our assessment of the two Wellington sites with consolidated solutions favoured over
widespread distributed systems.
These studies typically conclude that a water sensitive approach provides a similar cost when
considering a wider systems perspective, with added long-term benefits. These benefits need to be
considered at a wide catchment scale as actions within a particular development will have long term
impacts (positive or negative) both upstream and downstream. It is also noted that to our knowledge
there have been no attempts to quantify (in an economic sense) the cultural impacts of stream loss and
water quality degradation from a mana whenua perspective. It is accepted that this would be particularly
challenging but is likely to support the retention and protection of urban streams given the close
connection between tangata whenua and freshwater.
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Conclusions

Wellington has a long history of alternative housing typologies that adapt to the sloping topography
and limit earthworks and the need to infill streams. More recent patterns of larger earthworks and
development of flat sites have seen lower costs and high yields from land development but have
assumed streams can be reclaimed and lost as part of the process. This has set expectations that will
need to adapt to a stronger policy position from Greater Wellington Regional Council.
Whilst the topography in some parts of Wellington provides challenges for earthworks design, there are
alternative approaches available that can address stream loss and still provide significant lot numbers.
These alternatives include recognising and reflecting landscape features of ridge and valley patterns
within layouts and aligning public open space including roads with the stream features. Retaining high
lot yields can require mixed typologies, using higher densities where appropriate and allowing housing
to step up and down slope. Where these approaches provide less private open space or gardens, there
is compensation with more public realm accessible open space. Wellington already has some beneficial
advantages to help with adoption of more of these alternative typologies, including templates in the
older brownfield parts of the city and allowance for narrow roads and small lot sizes included in planning
rules.
Additional cost associated with maintaining yield is mostly driven by earthworks and building
foundation considerations. When weighed against the downstream and future infrastructure lifecycle
costs the change is not significant but is however borne by the developer. The status quo being for the
wider society and future generations to foot this bill, including the opportunity cost of the lost resources.
The ultimate goal of land development for wellbeing is a quality urban form that supports a healthy
community. Key benefits of protecting streams include retaining the intrinsic ecological and ecosystem
service values of stream and riparian systems, as well as the ecological value of the soil mantle that can
remain undisturbed from a minimum earthworks strategy. This is a system level savings of the types of
negative impacts that will often require public funding for future remediation.
Greater Wellington Regional Council has a critical opportunity to support more sustainable urban
development by:
Strengthening its policy approach to require stream retention, including removing non-complying
exemptions for special housing and structure plan areas as urban development is likely to be the
activity that will result in the greatest amount of stream piping
Supporting district councils and network utilities to better implement water sensitive approaches.
This could include improved guidance and education on water sensitive design approaches, or
promoting mapping of watercourses to enable structure planning, subdivision and special housing
area design to include stream retention at inception stages.
Working with district councils to require and support land and housing development that meet
sustainable design typologies
Considering support of research to develop alternative designs to cut/fill detail to confirm the scale
of additional off-site earthworks disposal.
This exercise indicates that alternatives do exist to allow land development to occur while protecting
streams, and that the additional benefits of preserving natural character, driving minimum earthworks
strategies and improved urban design outcomes. A plethora of studies indicate that at a system level
these benefits outweigh the shift from long term to short term costs that will be borne by the
development industry. As a group of experienced engineers, urban and landscape designers it is our
professional opinion that requiring the retention of streams within urban developments will not unduly
hinder the provision of additional housing capacity within the Wellington Region.
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Appendix 1 – Alternative Layout Plans
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Appendix 2 – Wellington City Council Subdivision Guide
Assessments
WCC Subdivision Design Guide
Silverstream Road High-Level Assessment for Consented Scheme
1. Activity location
•

Reasonable proximity to C. Downs amenity, PT (600m)

•

Poor range of lot types, lack of playable areas

•

Poor sunlight access for many lots

•

Location of stream corridors behind lots - poor/no public access

2. Access and interconnection
•

Principal street links but aggressive cut/batter to street edges

•

Multiple cul-de-sac arrangement / weak interconnection

•

Weak rel. to wider landscape and valley setting (cut/fill)

•

Notable landscape elements moved, hidden, major adverse outcomes

•

Visual links to ridges but disjointed character

•

Mainstream subdiv. approach ‘anywhere’

•

Streets undifferentiated.

3. Sense of place

4. Landform and natural features
•

Natural character lost

•

Streams not protected. Loss of ecosystem

•

No retention of remnant bush

5. Public space design
•

Street-based provision only. No usable open spaces / parks

•

No clear street hierarchy

•

Footpaths provided to streets

•

Public spaces not bounded by active frontages

•

Environmentally sensitive storm water? (Morphum comment)

6. Individual lot design
•

Regular lot shapes, private space, car access

•

Flat sites achieved

•

No retained vegetation

•

Retaining to site entrance poor
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WCC Subdivision Design Guide
Silverstream Road High-Level Assessment for Alternative Scheme
1. Activity location
•

Reasonable proximity to Crofton Downs amenity, PT

•

Range of lot types, playable areas along stream

•

Poor sunlight access for many lots (similar)

•

Stream corridors align/integrated with public streets/spaces

2. Access and interconnection
•

Principal street links direct along valley / legible

•

Multiple cul-de-sac arrangement / interconnection through street/stream

•

Character driven by wider landscape and valley setting

•

Notable landscape elements retained, sense of living with the lndscap

•

Highly bespoke place-driven outcomes (not ‘anywheres-ville’)

•

Streets differentiated.

3. Sense of place

4. Landform and natural features
•

Natural character retained

•

Streams protected. Enhanced ecosystem

•

Some retention of remnant bush along streams/gulleys

5. Public space design
•

Usable open spaces for rec ad play along green spines

•

Clear street hierarchy (valley bottom vs valley sides)

•

Footpaths provided to streets

•

Public spaces bounded by active frontages

•

Environmentally sensitive storm water, Sub catchment bioretention and green
streets

6. Individual lot design
•

Varied and regular lot shapes, private space on site, car access

•

Sites on sloping ground create design opportunity / cost

•

Some retained vegetation
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WCC Subdivision Design Guide
Cedarwood Street High-Level Assessment for Consented Scheme
1. Activity location
•

Poor walkable outcomes - proximity to Newlands amenity (circa 1.5km)

•

Good range of lot types, but lack of local shared playable spaces

•

Sunlight access to Lots likely to be good

•

Location of stream corridors behind lots – limited public access (some ped)

2. Access and interconnection
•

Provides principal through street link to future dev with bus route

•

Multiple cul-de-sac arrangement / weak interconnection across spurs

•

Existing notable landscape forms are highly modified

•

Valley head filled/moved leading to major adverse outcomes

•

Wider harbour setting to east but street views blocked

•

Use of road spurs along (modified) plateaus provide some ref to landscape

•

Street differentiation indicated (local/neighbourhood/lanes)

3. Sense of place

4. Landform and natural features
•

Natural landform character highly modified

•

Streams partly protected, stream base filled

•

No retention of remnant bush to developed areas

•

Valleys may retain some bush - unclear

5. Public space design
•

Generally street-based provision only. Lack of usable, flat, open spaces

•

Street hierarchy indicated (3-tier street types)

•

Footpaths provided to streets

•

Public gulley spaces not bounded by active frontages

•

Lack of water sensitive design – Dry ponds for flood storage

6. Individual lot design
•

Lot shapes devised to work with 3 principal house types

•

Private open space of min 35sq.m stated per Lot. Car access provided

•

Flat sites provided but virtue of significant earthworks required

•

No retained vegetation on Lot areas
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Cedarwood Street High-Level Assessment for Alternative Scheme
1. Activity location
•

Poor walkable outcomes - proximity to Newlands amenity (circa 1.5km)

•

Good range of lot types, good provision of local shared playable spaces

•

Sunlight access to Lots likely to be good

•

Location of main stream corridor overlooked by street / bldg. fronts

2. Access and interconnection
•

Provides principal through street link to future dev with bus route

•

Multiple cul-de-sac arrangement / limits interconnection but cross link
provided

•

Existing notable landscape forms are generally retained (only roads require
cut/fill)

•

Valley structures / head of valleys maintained

•

Wider harbour setting to east / road along gulley edge promotes views

•

Use of road spurs along ridges provides ref to landscape

•

Street differentiation provided (local/neighbourhood/lanes)

3. Sense of place

4. Landform and natural features
•

Natural landform character generally maintained

•

Streams protected

•

Retention of remnant bush – needs more detailed testing

•

Valleys to retain vegetation

5. Public space design
•

Provision of usable, open spaces along streets / connected to gulley edges

•

Street hierarchy indicated (3-tier street types)

•

Footpaths provided to streets

•

Principal gulley bounded by active frontages to one side

•

Space available for Subcatchment Bioretention

6. Individual lot design
•

Lot shapes devised to work with 3 principal house types (as per consent)

•

Private open space of min 35sq.m stated per Lot. Car access provided

•

Lots do not require significant earthworks (contained to house footprint)

•

Vegetation retention on Lot areas Potential
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